Introduction
Let M be an integral 2 x 2 matrix with det M =n>O. Let 2' denote the additive group of (column) 2-vectors with integral coordinates. The set MZ2, whose elements are linear combinations (with integral coefficients) of the column vectors of M, is said to be the lattice generated by M. Clearly, MZ* with the usual vector addition is a normal subgroup of Z2.
The concept of congruence in Z has the following natural generalization to Z2 [4, 5] . Let a,beZ2.
We say that a is congruent with b modulo M, and write a=b(mod M), if a-~EMZ*.
The quotient group Z*/MZ* can intuitively be called the group of integral 2-vectors module M. Let sl, s2 be different integers such that 1 < si , s2 d n -1. The (double) fixed-step digraph G(n; s1,s2) has its vertices labeled with the integers modulo n, B/n& and each vertex i is adjacent to the vertices i + s, (mod n) and i + s2 (mod n). Throughout this paper, it is assumed that the digraph G(n; sl, s2) is strongly connected, that is, si and s2 generate Z/nZ or gcd(n, sl,s2)= 1. In the next section we will show that a commutative-step digraph G( A4) is isomorphic to a fixed-step digraph G(n; sl, sz), for n = det M and some 'steps' s1 , s2, when the group Z2 / MZ2 is cyclic.
Fixed-step digraphs G( n; sl, s2), also called circulant &graphs, have been widely considered in the literature since they are of interest in network design. In particular, much attention has been paid to the problem of minimizing their diameter D = D( n; sl, s2), i.e. the maximum distance between vertices, because of the relation of this parameter to message transmission delay. In this context, some examples of fixed-step digraphs are the distributed double-loop network G(n; 1, -l), proposed by Wolf and Liu [13] , with diameter D=Ln/2], the daisy chain loop G(n; 1, -2) proposed by Grnarov et al. [7] , with diameter D=Ln/3 J + 1, and the network G(n; 1, L&J ), proposed by Wong and Coppersmith [14] , with diameter of the order of 2$. This network was rediscovered by Raghavendra et al. [ll, 123 , who called it optimal loop -a misnomer, since it is not optimal, as was pointed out by Hwang in [S] . Finally, Hwang and Xu [9] gave a heuristic method to find a fixed-step digraph G(n; 1, s) with diameter D f fi+ 2(3n)'j4+ 5, the best so far in the literature for general n.
Let D(n) denote the minimum possible value for the diameter of a fixed-step digraph with n vertices, that is, D(n)=min{D(n;s,,s,);
1 <s,,sz<n-1).
The exact value of D(n) for general n is unknown, and it seems that the discrete nature of the problem prevents any closed-form solution of it; see [6] . Cheng and Hwang [Z] proposed an O(nlog n) algorithm to find D(n) for any n. Using a geometrical approach (see next section), Wong and Coppersmith [14] showed that
Fixed-step digraphs with diameter achieving this lower bound are said to be tight, following Bermond et al. [l] . Infinite families of tight fixed-step digraphs were not known until recently. They were proposed by Erdiis and Hsu [3] , Fiol et al. [6] , and Hwang and Xu [9] . All these families are obtained with s1 = 1, a restriction usually imposed in the literature [3, 9, 11, 12, 141 , although some examples given in [6] showed that the minimization of the diameter may require s,,sz>l.
Generalizing the previous setting, let us now consider the minimum value of the diameter D(M) of a commutative-step digraph G(M) with n vertices, for all possible choices of the matrix M, n =det M. Denoting such a value by D'(n), the same geometrical approach of [14] can be used to prove that D'(n)>lb(n). Thus, as in the case of fixed-step digraphs, a commutative-step digraph is said to be tight if this lower bound is attained. Note that, according to previous remarks, it must be D(n)>D'(n)>lb(n).
In this paper, such a geometrical approach is used in order to characterize tight commutative-step digraphs and also to find for which values of II they exist. As a consequence, we find a set of infinite families of tight fixed-step digraphs, which contains all those proposed in the previous works [3, 6, 9] . An example of infinite family of tight fixed-step digraphs which require si , s2 > 1 is also given.
Preliminary results
This section deals with some basic results and concepts which are of interest to our study. To begin with, we will apply the Smith normal form to show that, when the Abelian group Z2/MZ2 is cyclic, G(M) is isomorphic to a fixed-step digraph G(n;s~,sz).
Let M be an integral 2 x 2 matrix with entries CI, b, y, 6 and det M =n >O. Let
S=S(M)
be the Smith normalform of M, The Smith normal form of M can be used to show that there exists an isomorphism between the groups Z2/MZ2
and (Z/i1Z)x(Z/i2Z). Hence, as i, divides i2, the Abelian group Z2jMZ2 is cyclic iff il = 1. Indeed, let us consider the following equivalences:
Then, the mapping @:
is cyclic, il = 1, iz=n, and we can write
where U, is the kth row of U. Hence, the group isomorphism @': Z2/MZ2-+(Z/n2Z) defined by Q'(u)= U,u induces a digraph isomorphism between G(M) and the fixed-step digraph G(n,;s,, s2), with s1 = @'(e,) and s2 = @'(e2).
As stated before, our study is based on the geometrical approach introduced in [14] and developed further in [4, 6, 9] , a sketch of which follows.
Let us consider the Euclidean plane divided into unit squares. Each one represents a vertex of the fixed-step digraph G(n; sl, sz). Then the vertices successively reached from vertex 0 can be arranged in a planar pattern, as shown in Fig. 1 , where the arcs i-i + s1 and i+i + s2 are, respectively, represented by horizontal and vertical arrows.
As gcd( n, s1 , s2) = 1, we obtain all the numbers modulo n, and the distribution of these numbers in the plane repeats itself periodically.
Next, associate with the 0 square the squares with labels from 1 to n -1 which are at the minimum possible distance from it in the digraph. Then it was proved in [14] *. *. , *.
*-. -0 .
. Note that the tile may actually be a rectangle, for instance, when w = 1 or y= h. Without loss of generality, and in order that the formula for the diameter given below holds in general, we will assume that if w = 1 then y 6 1 and if y = h then w 6 h. Analogously, a commutative-step digraph G(M) can also be fully represented by an L-shaped tile. This fact was proved in [4] , although it also follows from the reasonings in [14] , with trivial modifications.
In fact, the method to obtain this tile is the same as explained before, i.e. choose a set of squares labeled with II = det M different vectors modulo M, ri=(ril,ri2)T, i=O, 1, .,., n-1, such that rij>O and yil +ri2 (=distance from 0 to vi) is minimum. Conversely, any L-shaped tile with dimensions (I, h, w, y) corresponds to a commutative step digraph G(M) on n = lh -wy vertices and integral matrix
M=( ', y).
Indeed, if such a tile is translated, A( 1, -Y)~+P( -w, h)T for all integers %, pthe lattice generated by M ~ we obtain a tessellation of the plane; see Fig. 3 . Hence, according to previous remarks, such a tile corresponds to a fixed-step digraph G(n;sl,sz), n=Ih-wy, iff il=gcd(l,h,w,y)=l. If so, the steps s1,s2 can be obtained as explained before and then we say that the tile can be implemented (in Z/nZ). For another (equivalent) method of computing si and s2 from (I, h, w, y), see [6] .
This geometrical representation of commutative-step digraphs makes easier the study of their distance-related properties. For example, from Fig. 2 it is clear that their diameter is D=max{I+h-w-2,1+h-y-2}, since the farthest vertex from vertex 0 is one of those placed in the two marked corners. As stated before, this fact can be used to prove that the diameter D of a commutative step digraph on n vertices is [4, 6, 14] . For instance, the tight tiles of Table 1 were obtained in [6] by slightly modifying the 'optimal' tiles, i.e. with maximum order for given diameter, (2x, 2x, X,X). Note that, as shown in the table, all these tiles correspond to fixed-step digraphs (with s1 = 1).
Tight double commutative-step digraphs
In order to characterize the tight tiles, we use again the preceding idea of modifying the optimal tiles. To study the problem in its more general setting, we introduce four integer parameters a, h, c, d, and consider L-shaped tiles with dimensions (2x + a, 2x + b, x + c, x + d) and area II between 3x2 + 1 and 3(x + 1)'. By symmetry, we can take c < d (the tiles with dimensions (I, h, w, y) and (h, 1, y, w) clearly correspond to isomorphic digraphs).
The following result, which is basic to our study, gives a necessary condition for an L-shaped tile to be tight. (3, 3, 0, 3) and (2, 3, 0, 3) .
Proposition 3.1. Let (I, h, w, y), w < y, be the dimensions of a tight tile. Then y -2 < w, except in the cases
Proof. However, if we assume that 0 < w < y -3, we have for almost
all possible values of I and h since, for them, the function g( 1, h) = (I + h-w -1)' + 1 -31h + 3w2 + 9w is positive. Indeed, as y( I, h) has minimum value gmin =f( NJ) = 3w -2 at 1= h = 2w + 2, it suffices to consider the case \V = 0. Then, exploring the 'neighborhood' of the point (1, h) = (2,2), we find that the only lattice points for which y( I, h) is negative are (1, l), (1,2), (2, l), (2,2), (2,3), (3, 2) and (3,3 These results are shown in Table 2 . They clearly correspond to all possible tight tiles (I, h, w, y) with w dy, except for the two outliers given in Proposition 3.1. Besides, it is readily checked that, for any integers a, b and x > 1 satisfying the given bounds, we always have a 'real' L-shaped tile, that is, a tile with dimensions (I, h, w, y) satisfying 1, ha 1, 0 d w < 1 and 0 < y d k. From the table we can also infer the following two interesting facts:
(1) The tile (with dimensions) (I, k, w, y) (#(2,3,0,3)), w by, is tight iff the tile (k, 1, w, y) is tight. 
3.x2+3x+ab-(a+b-2)(a+b-1) 2x+a 2x+b x+afb-2 x+a+b-1 3x x>l-ab+(a+b-2)(a+b-1)
3x2+5x+ab-(a+b-3)(a+b-2) 2x+a 2x+b x+a+b-3 x+afb-2 3x+1 x>2-ab+(a+b-3)(a+b-2) 3xZ+6x+ab-(a+b-3)2 2x+a 2x+b x+a+b-3 x+a+b-3 3x+1 x>r(2-ab+(a+b-3)')/21 (2) If the tile (1, h, w, y) (#(3,3,0,3), (2, 3, 0, 3) ) is tight, then the tile (1+ 2, h+ 2, w+l,y+l) is also tight.
According to the previous remarks, we can now characterize a complete set of families of tight fixed step digraphs. Indeed, it suffices to find those tiles which can be implemented (i.e. with gcd(1, h, w, y) = 1): (1.1) The tiles (2x, 2x, x -1, x + 1) are associated with tight fixed-step digraphs (can be implemented) iff x ( 3 1 1. Note that in case 1.3, if the gcd condition is met, then all large enough x lead to implementable tiles. Otherwise, the tile can still be implemented for some x, namely, those for which the condition gcd( x + a + b -1, a -b, 3u -2) = 1 holds. Similar comments apply to cases 2.3 and 3.3, the general conditions for a tile to be implementable being gcd(x+u+b-2,u-b,3u-4)=1
and gcd(x+u+b-3,u-b,3u-6)=1, respectively. According to the classification above, the families of tight digraphs proposed in [6] , and shown in Table 1 1,3) . From the results in [6] , it is readily checked that all these values lead to implementable tight tiles with s1,s2> 1. The case i=O (a n=450, D=35, s1 =2, s2= 185) was found by computer search in [6] .
